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Remington M700 (ADL-BDL) 

Wood 

All bolt handle cuts are rough, full of debris and 
poorly finished. 
Crushed checkering on the right side of a pistol grip 
on one ADL rifle. 
Finish and wood is chipping away on some of the stocks, 
primarily around the grip caps and where the sling strap 
screws are located. 
All the brass stock reinforcement pins are eggshaped. 
Small dents and scratches were recorded on three of the 
rifles (superficial) •. 
All of the stocks have a nice glossy finish. 
Good inletting of the stocks to the barrels. 

Metal 

Poor polish and color on all the bolt plugs. 
Polishing marks are evident on all the barrels. 
Two barrels have traces of GFM hammer marks on them. 
Poor color on all the ~ecoil lugs. They look dull 
compared to the barrel and receiver finishes. 
Poor color on all the sight bases. They also have 
a "rough finish" look to them. 
Good polish and color on the floor plates and trigger 
guards. 

Ruger M77 

Wood 
The fore end tip of the varmint rifle is cracked 3". 

Heavy scratches were found on three stocks. 
All bolt handle cuts have torn grain, wood burns, and 
gouging. 
Poor fill and stain on all stocks. 
Two rifles have a white plastic strand hanging out from 
the insert on.the grip cap. 
The recoil pads do not fit tight to the stocks on some of 
the rifles (gaps). 
Good inletting for barrel fit. 
Metal 
Rust pits were found on some of the bolts, barrels and 
receivers. 
A deep ~" scratch, 6" from the muzzle end on one rifle. 
The finish is wearing off on two receivers at the tang 
area near the safety switches. 
Polishing marks are noticeable the full length of the 
barrels. 
Poor finish on the trigger guards and floor plates - very 
dull; doesn't match the receiver and barrel • 
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